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ABSTRACT

Background: A dental bridge is a treatment that fills spaces or gaps between teeth or fills in missing teeth. Bridges can help restore bite and maintain the natural shape of the face. The procedure for closing or making abutments between the gaping tooth spaces uses dentures (called pontics). Objective: Report and explain the dental bridge process to straighten loose teeth.

Materials and Methods: Based on the author's knowledge, this review included theory or case studies from Elsevier, Willey, MDPI, Hindawi Publishing, Dove Press, and Pubmed journals. Several (35 articles) of these manuscripts are then identified for appropriateness with the subjects provided in this study, assessed descriptively, and described based on the manuscript's flow or scientific principles. Results: Pontics are made of porcelain to match the natural color of the teeth. After the pontic is implanted, there is no more space between the teeth. In general, this procedure is needed to: Restore the teeth's ability to bite and chew, Clarify speech when you speak, Maintain facial shape, and Prevent remaining teeth from falling out or shifting positions. Four types of dental bridges are an option to "bridge" the empty dental space: Traditional bridge, Cantilever bridge, Maryland bridge, and Implant-supported dental bridge. Pontic installation through this process must be repeated every 5-15 years, depending on the type of treatment. This paper reports several types of dental bridges that can be used as references to improve understanding of prosthodontics. Conclusion: A dental bridge uses dentures anchored to teeth or implants to replace lost teeth permanently, improving speech, restoring a smile, and preventing tooth loss.
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1. Introduction

A dental bridge is a fixed dental restoration that replaces one or more missing teeth. It is called a bridge because it bridges the gap the missing tooth or teeth creates. The bridge is anchored to the adjacent teeth or dental implants and can be made from various materials, such as porcelain, ceramic, or metal.1 The procedure for getting a dental bridge typically involves preparing the adjacent teeth by removing some of the enamel to make room for the bridge. Impressions of the prepared teeth and the gap are taken, then used to fabricate the bridge in a dental laboratory.2 The bridge is then cemented onto the prepared teeth, filling the gap and restoring the patient's ability to chew and speak properly.3
Dental bridges are a standard and effective treatment option for patients with missing teeth, and they can last for many years with proper care and maintenance. Dental bridges are used to replace missing teeth and can provide several benefits. Here are some reasons dental bridges are used:

- **Restore functionality**: Dental bridges can restore the ability to chew and speak correctly, which can be difficult with missing teeth.
- **Improve appearance**: Dental bridges can fill in gaps left by missing teeth, improving the appearance of the smile and face.
- **Prevent teeth from shifting**: When a tooth is missing, the adjacent teeth can shift and cause alignment issues. Dental bridges can prevent this from happening by filling in the gap.
- **Maintain facial structure**: Missing teeth can cause the face to sag and make a person look older. Dental bridges can maintain the facial system and prevent these changes.
- **Improve self-confidence**: Missing teeth can impact a person's self-confidence and cause embarrassment.

Dental bridges can help restore self-confidence by improving the appearance of the smile. Dental bridges are a popular and effective option for patients with missing teeth who want to improve their oral health and appearance. The procedure for getting a dental bridge typically involves several steps and may require multiple visits to the dentist.

## 2. Material and Methods

The results of this review were obtained from some valid literature based on the author's expertise and compiled with theory or case reports from several journals published by Elsevier, Wiley, MDPI, Hindawi Publishing, Dove Press, and Pubmed as library references. The findings in several (35 articles) of these manuscripts are then identified for suitability with the topics presented in this paper, then analyzed descriptively and described based on the flow or scientific principles written in this manuscript.

## 3. Result and Discussion

### The Dental Bridge

Dental bridges are a common and effective dental restoration that replaces one or more missing teeth. Here is a brief overview of the theory and facts regarding dental bridges and their application (Fig 1). Theoretically, Dental bridges use adjacent teeth or dental implants as anchors to hold a false tooth or teeth in place. The bridge is typically made from durable and aesthetically pleasing materials, such as porcelain or ceramic, and is custom-made to fit the patient's mouth. The procedure involves preparing the adjacent teeth by removing enamel, taking impressions or digital scans, and fabricating the bridge in a dental laboratory. Once the bridge is ready, it is permanently cemented onto the prepared teeth, effectively filling the gap and restoring functionality and aesthetics.
Figure 1. A dental bridge essentially bridges a gap in your mouth. A dental bridge is a prosthesis designed to replace one or more missing teeth by bridging the gap between the remaining teeth. The procedure entails the substitution of an absent tooth with a prosthetic tooth affixed to the adjacent natural teeth through bonding. There exist two primary classifications of dental bridges. The prevalent form of a dental prosthesis involves the utilization of two crowns, composed of porcelain or metal, that are affixed permanently to the adjacent natural teeth, with the artificial tooth (or teeth) situated in the intervening space. In cases where the adjacent teeth exhibit robust and sound dental structures, it is plausible to consider the possibility of an adhesive bridge as a viable treatment option for missing teeth. An adhesive bridge is a prosthetic dental appliance comprising a pontic tooth flanked by wings on either side, which is bonded to the adjacent teeth for support. The wings are affixed to the internal facets of the teeth providing support.

Dental bridges have been used for many years to replace missing teeth and have a high success rate. They can improve the patient's ability to chew and speak correctly, prevent teeth from shifting, and improve the smile's appearance. However, there are some limitations and considerations to remember, such as dental bridges requiring removing some enamel from the adjacent teeth, which can weaken them and make them more susceptible to decay or damage. Dental bridges are unsuitable for all patients, particularly those with significant tooth decay, gum disease, or jawbone loss. Dental bridges may need to be replaced over time, particularly if the adjacent teeth or gums become damaged or compromised. Dental bridges are a valuable and effective dental restoration that can benefit patients with missing teeth. However, discussing the risks and benefits with a qualified dentist is essential to determine the proper treatment.

The procedure of the Dental Bridge

The dental bridge procedure is relatively straightforward and can be completed in a few appointments. Dental bridges provide functional and aesthetic benefits with proper care and maintenance (Fig 2).

Figure 2. Dental bridge procedure. The dental bridge permanently replaces missing teeth with false teeth. The bridge is attached to the teeth on either side of the gap. Bridges are usually made of porcelain or metal, a mixture of the 2, or zirconia. They are fixed in place and, for some people, are an alternative to dentures.

The procedure for getting a dental bridge involves several steps and may require multiple visits to the dentist. Here is an overview of the dental bridge procedure:

a. Evaluation and preparation: The dentist will examine the patient's mouth and evaluate the condition of the adjacent teeth and gums. If the patient is a good candidate for a dental bridge, the adjacent teeth will be prepared by removing some of the enamel to make room for the bridge.

b. Impressions: Impressions of the prepared teeth and the gap are taken, then used to fabricate the bridge in a dental laboratory. The dentist may also take digital scans of the teeth and gums using a 3D scanner.
Temporary bridge: While the permanent bridge is being fabricated, the dentist may place a temporary bridge to protect the prepared teeth and fill the gap.

Bridge fitting: Once the permanent bridge is ready, the dentist will remove the temporary bridge and check the fit of the new bridge. Any necessary adjustments will be made at this time.

Final placement: Once the bridge fits properly, it will be permanently cemented onto the prepared teeth.

Follow-up: The dentist may schedule a follow-up appointment to check the fit of the bridge and ensure that the patient is comfortable with it.

**Important of dental bridges**

It is important to note that dental bridges are not typically used to straighten loose teeth. Dental bridges require the adjacent teeth to be healthy and robust to support the bridge and hold it in place. If a patient has loose teeth, the dentist may recommend a different treatment option, depending on the cause of the problem. For example, if the teeth are flexible due to gum disease, the dentist may recommend deep cleaning or scaling and root planing to remove plaque and bacteria from the gums and teeth. In more severe cases, surgery may be necessary to repair or replace damaged gum tissue or bone. If the teeth are loose due to tooth decay or damage, the dentist may recommend a dental filling, crown, or other restoration to restore the tooth and prevent further damage.

In some cases, orthodontic treatment, such as braces or clear aligners, may be necessary to straighten teeth and improve the bite. However, this treatment option is typically used for teeth that are crooked or misaligned rather than loose. The treatment for loose teeth depends on the cause and severity of the problem and may require a combination of different dental procedures. It is essential to discuss any concerns or symptoms with a qualified dentist to determine the best course of treatment.

**Type of Dental Bridge**

Four main types of dental bridges are commonly used to replace missing teeth, each with advantages and disadvantages. The best option for each patient depends on factors such as the missing teeth' location, the adjacent teeth' condition, and the patient's overall oral health. Discussing the different options with a qualified dentist is essential to determine the most appropriate treatment plan for each case.

- **Traditional bridges:** This type of bridge is the most common and involves using two adjacent teeth as anchors to hold a false tooth in place. The adjacent teeth are prepared by removing some enamel, and the bridge is cemented onto the prepared teeth.
- **Cantilever bridges:** This type of bridge is used when only one adjacent tooth is available to support the bridge. The false tooth is anchored to the adjacent tooth using a metal framework or bonding agent.
- **Maryland bridges:** This type of bridge involves bonding the false tooth to the back of the adjacent teeth using a metal or porcelain framework. It is a more conservative option as it does not require removing as much enamel from the adjacent teeth.
- **Implant-supported bridges:** This type of bridge involves using dental implants as anchors to hold the false tooth in place. The implants are surgically placed into the jawbone, and the bridge is attached to the implants using abutments.

**Modern Dental Bridge Concept**

Bridges often contain a combination of metals and porcelain or ceramics. The ceramic or porcelain is typically bonded to metal to improve the strength and functionality of the bridge. Modern dental bridge concepts have improved significantly over the years. Computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology has revolutionized the process of designing and fabricating dental bridges, allowing for more accurate and precise bridge fitting. Another modern dental bridge concept is using zirconia, a strong and durable ceramic material, as a bridge material. Zirconia bridges offer several advantages over traditional porcelain and metal bridges, including improved aesthetics, biocompatibility, and increased durability.
Implant-supported bridges have also become a popular modern dental bridge concept (Fig 3). These bridges are anchored to dental implants surgically placed into the jawbone, providing a more stable and long-lasting solution than traditional bridges. In addition, modern dental bridges can now be made using 3D printing technology, which allows for greater customization and precision in the design and fabrication process. Current dental bridge concepts have improved aesthetics, functionality, and durability, providing patients with more options for restoring missing teeth and achieving a healthy, beautiful smile.

Figure 3. A dental bridge is used for teeth. It fills in gaps left by any missing teeth. The anchors for your bridge are the two teeth next to your missing tooth. The false tooth fills the hole in your bridge. The type of bridge you need depends on the number of teeth you are missing, the kind of bridge you need, and the location of your missing teeth.

Question and Answer of Dental Bridge

Could you please provide more context or information about the specific aspect of the dental bridge procedure you would like to know about?: A dental bridge is a restorative dental prosthesis that permanently replaces missing teeth with artificial teeth. The dental bridge is affixed to the adjacent teeth flanking the edentulous space. Bridges are commonly constructed using porcelain, metal, a combination of materials, or zirconia. They are immobile and serve as a substitute for dentures for specific individuals.

Under what circumstances would a dental bridge be necessary?: A dental bridge may be required in cases where an individual has one or more missing teeth and possesses healthy teeth adjacent to the gap created by the absence of teeth. The dental bridge procedure involves the replacement of one or more missing teeth by anchoring a prosthetic tooth or teeth to the adjacent natural teeth or dental implants. Initially, the dental practitioner will conduct an oral examination to verify the presence of any dental caries or periodontal ailments and provide appropriate treatment. The dental practitioner may perform radiographic imaging and employ specialized instrumentation to obtain quantitative dentition and oral cavity data. In anticipation of a dental bridge, it is customary for the dental practitioner to reduce the two sound teeth flanking the space. Subsequently, a mold will be utilized to fabricate the bridge. In some instances, individuals may receive a provisional bridge as an interim solution while awaiting the fabrication of their definitive bridge. If that is the case, it is removed during the preparation of your permanent bridge. Once the permanent bridge is prepared, dental cement is affixed to the adjacent healthy teeth. Alternatively, the dental professional may secure the bridge using a dental implant, a surgical component inserted into the jaw. It will be necessary for the dentist to assess the suitability of dental implants for you.
What are the recommended methods for maintaining dental bridge hygiene?: It is recommended to utilize fluoride toothpaste and floss to clean the bridge, similar to the standard protocol for cleaning natural teeth. Frequent appointments with a dental professional are of significant importance.33

What are the advantages and disadvantages of undergoing a dental bridge intervention?: Dental bridges are a viable option for individuals seeking to restore their smile and alleviate self-consciousness associated with tooth loss. The significance of replacing missing teeth is preventing adjacent teeth from shifting into the gap, which can ultimately alter an individual’s occlusion. With proper maintenance, bridges have the potential to endure for extended periods. Nonetheless, dental implants may experience failure, commonly attributed to the deterioration of adjacent natural teeth or the breakdown of the cement utilized in the implantation process.34

What are the alternative options to dental bridges?: The direct substitute for a dental bridge entails the utilization of detachable prosthetic teeth, commonly referred to as partial dentures, which can be removed for cleaning. A dental implant presents itself as an additional option.35

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, a dental bridge is a permanent solution to replace missing teeth, using false teeth anchored to adjacent teeth or dental implants. It can restore the function and appearance of the smile, improve speech, and prevent other teeth from shifting out of place. Different types of dental bridges are available, and the most suitable option depends on individual factors such as the missing teeth' location, the surrounding teeth' condition, and the patient's overall oral health. Working with a qualified dentist to determine if a dental bridge is the best treatment option for each case and following good oral hygiene practices and regular dental check-ups for long-term success is essential.
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